
 

For many, the battle to complete their Roblox game was too great. It seems that every day there is a new hack that allows players to skip ahead or level up with ease. So just how can you make sure your game is completely secure? There are 3 key components of any game’s security system- the client, the server, and lastly, Roblox itself. The client must be updated to be secure, the server must only
connect to verified servers (that way hackers don't get in), and finally you should check for any exploits on Roblox. If all these things are implemented properly then your game will suffer no losses from hackers or exploits. However, many clients and servers are not updated often, and may even be outdated. Also, most people don't know how to check for exploits or do not know how to update their
client. Thus, there are certain things you can do yourself to ensure your game is secure. The first thing you should do is make sure no other people are seeing the section where the player's name is. Many people think this should be private information, but it’s actually very public information, which means it needs to be secured at all costs! If other players see the player name while editing their own
game then they can edit their character accordingly, causing hackers to find exploits that give them access to the character's skin or clothing item. The next thing you can do is make sure your players' name, the player number, and their username are all private information. If these things are public then hackers will find exploit after exploit to attack your players from every angle. Finally you should
add a verification step when signing into your server. The verification step could consist of a simple math problem or a question that only Roblox would know, but this would help protect your players from being hacked by anyone who finds an exploit in your game before you do. For instance: If you make your players answer 25 questions and they get it correct then their characters will not be hacked.
The server will give them a message saying what number they got wrong and what number to enter, but no one else will know this except the player and the server admin. You should also implement a way to proof that your player is who he or she claims to be such as using an image that only belongs to them (for example, if they were on a gang member's account, then it could be proof that the
character belongs to the gang). This helps prevent hackers from pretending to be a different player and hacking the other character. If you are having trouble with hackers, then you can always request help from the admins (and leave message in the Hack Tracker if they're offline). There are different game modes on Roblox where games aren't hacked as much. These include Survivor, Primetime, and
Challenge mode. Other game modes might also be secure, but will most likely require you to use an exploit. The most important step is always to make sure your game isn't hacked! If hackers find exploits they can then take advantage of your server by giving themselves admin rights or even working together to give their characters an unfair advantage over other players.
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